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Product ID: 
SE115
Recommended Age: 
18-30 Months [3]
Catalog: 
Sensorial [4]

$25.99

Quantity * 1

 Add to cart  Add to wish list 

Buying in Bulk / for your School?

Click here to know more about our bulk shipping rates.
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Buying from SAARC nations?

Click here to know more about our special offers for SAARC nations.

Need something Custom built?

Want something custom built for your kids or school? We are here to help. Let us know.

   

Tabs

Fabric box contains 6 pairs of fabrics with different textures to help the child to discriminate
between different fabrics. The different types of fabrics are cotton, wool, leather, jute, synthetic and
silk and they are organized in a wooden box.

Product Description

To help the child to discriminate between different fabrics.●

To help the child to understand his/ her environment better.●

To help the child to grow with confidence and self esteem.●

To enhance a child's tactile sense, and improve concentration, coordination, independence, and●

problem solving skills.
To help a child to learns to work with touch fabrics and pair them.●

Purpose

Demonstrate, by first removing the lid of the wooden box and placing all the fabrics on the mat●

and closing the box
Show the child by feeling the fabric using the three dominant fingers and allow the child to try●

once in front of you.
Encourage and invite the child to place all the fabrics on the table or mat in random order.●

Wear the blindfold and pick the extreme left fabric and place it at the center of the table or mat.●

(Note: Blindfold is optional for this activity. But, the fabrics should be changed on a
regular basis to maintain the interest of the child and to offer him/ her a greater first

Exercise



hand experience)
Feel the fabric using the right hand and start searching for its pair. Do the same activity using left●

hand. Interchanging helps coordination and concentration. Now, keep feeling the fabric with the
left hand and search for its pair with the right hand. Keep searching till you find the matching
fabrics.
Repeat the same activity with the rest of the pairs of fabrics.●

Remove the blindfold, confirm each pair visually.●

Encourage the child to perform this activity under your guidance and supervision.●

Child at least needs one sense to rely upon in certain situations such as during power cut, when it is
dark. Child’s tactile senses geared up in such a situation. Child is able to identify objects and people
through touch and feel, but in such situations child is not aware of the skill but only concentrates
upon the security.

This activity enhances the child’s tactile sense with the conscious effort towards understanding the
concept. Child to work with this should have worked with touch board 1,2 and 3 and also touch
tablets.

Post related activities such as thermic tablets, stereognostic bags, baric tablets act as
reinforcement to the child in enhancing muscular memory.

Related Exercises

Store in dry and room temperature.●

Do not expose to direct sunlight.●

See to it the fabric and blindfold are dust free●

Wash and dry it regularly.●

Product Maintenance

Sustainable Wood

All our products are made from sustainable wood.

Handcrafted

All our products are handcrafted by our talented artisans.

Why to buy from us?



Non-Toxic Paint

Safety of kids using our products is our top priority thus we only use non-toxic paint.

Made In India

All our products are made in India by talented Indian craftsman.

EN71 and ASTM F963 Certified

All our products comply EN71 and ASTM F963 standards.

Turn Key Solutions

We offer turn key solutions to meed various needs of schools.

Product Demonstration Video
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